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dismiss it as an adolescent indiscretion, but it is considerably
more than that, and its emphasis on the moral duties of
Liberalism—its integrity and independence are e categorical
imperatives '—help to explain the grandeur of his early
reputation. Perhaps it was that success came too easily;
whatever it was there seems to have set in a sort of fatty
degeneration of his political conscience. When it came his
turn to undergo the ordeal of the famous but formidable
Countess of Carlisle's scrutiny he was peremptorily weighed
and found wanting. She was the arbiter of what constituted
promise or the reverse in pre-war Liberalism, and her analysis
of Simon after hearing him speak for the first time was, so
the rumour ran, c A fish, my dear; a fish!'
When the war came Simon wobbled over conscription;
when it was safely over he wobbled between Asquith and
Lloyd George.    L.G. despised him for his pains, and has
always  saved  up  his  best  invective  for  Sir  John.    The
ambiguity of his attitude provoked Labour into defeat over
the Campbell case, his hostile interpretation of Trade Union
powers—though of a doubtful legal validity—brought the
miners* leaders to heel in 1926. At critical moments we find
Simon playing a decisive though increasingly secretive role.
The explanation is that he had marked out in his mind a
point in terms of social and political security beyond which
a Liberal could not safely go. As the years went by that point
moved so far to the right that by the time the National
Government was formed he had become a fully-fledged con-
vert to the cause of reaction, a man who by process of trial
by error had come to believe that to accept someone else's
initiative was only one degree less dangerous than to initiate
a policy oneself, and that there was scope for action only in a
laborious limitation of cornrnitrnent.   Such a man in such
a mood was a disastrous chief for Eden to serve; but at first
there was no clash. Simon's speeches on Foreign Affairs had
been relatively progressive.   It is clear he did not anticipate
responsibility in this field and that he felt free to stress the

